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Across
2. Who was Stanleys 

Great-Great-Grandfather robbed by?

5. What was the first thing Stanley found 

diggingon his third day?

7. What was Zero good at doing?

9. What did Zero and Stanley eat on gods 

thumb?

10. Who was always at the front of the line?

13. What hit Stanley on the head when he 

walked under the overpass?

14. What was the wardens name?

16. What was the thing the said was waiting 

on top of the mountain?

17. What was Mr.Pandanski's nickname?

19. Whats the camp Stanleys at called?

21. When they were partener digging who 

was Zeros partner?

23. Who was Trout Walker jelious of?

25. What was the first thing Sam fixed on 

the schoolhouse? (2 words)

27. What was Stanleys nickname?

28. how many feet tall and wide did there 

holes have to be?

29. Which group was Stanley in?

30. Whats Hectors last name?

31. What did Mr.Sir stop doing?

Down
1. What was the boat that Zero was under 

called?

3. Who came to pick up stanley the day 

before he came back to camp?

4. What did the town do after Trout Walker 

told the what happened? (3 words)

6. Who gets in a fight with Stanley?

8. About how long was X-Ray at 

campgreelake for?

11. What was the substance in the jar under 

the boat?

12. What did Zero hit Mr.Pandanski with? (2 

words)

15. Who was the only hispanic in group D?

18. What was Stanleys father?

20. What was Theodores nickname?

22. What was stanley's name backwords?

24. Who was Stanleys counselor?

26. What did Stanleys apartment smell like?

Word Bank
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shoes theroof mary lou onions scientist Yelnats

ZigZag Mr.pandanski Campgreenlake stanley smoking Armpit
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